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Abstract
It is usually assumed that new particles carry a new conserved
quantum number due to a new symmetry not included in the
Standard Model (SM), e.g. in the Supersymmetry scenario.
In this work instead we consider a different approach, ‘orthogo-
nal’ to the previous one, i.e. we add to the Standard Model
a new multiplet with mass term and renormalizable Yukawa cou-
plings to SM particles, so that the lagrangian is restricted only by
imposing the SM Lorentz and gauge symmetries and not by new
ones. We classify all possible new U(1)Y⊗SU(2)L⊗SU(3)c mul-
tiplets that can couple to pairs of SM particles and then study
the signals at CERN’s Large Hadron Collider (LHC) of
some of them. In order to make these analysis we calculate the
general production cross-section by quark-antiquark and gluon-
gluon scattering assuming that production of such new particles
is dominated by their gauge interactions. The non trivial cou-
plings to SM particles and to gauge bosons and the decay rates
are determined by the more general lagrangian for these massive
particles. We then study their most promising final states and
propose selection cuts in order to improve their visibility over the
SM background. The background has been generated with the
MonteCarlo program MadGraph/MadEvent, while the gen-
eration of signal events and the processing of the whole set of
data have been done with a Mathematica code written by Dr
A. Strumia (and a little improved by the undersigned).
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Introduction
The actually accepted model for fundamental interactions (apart from grav-
ity) is the Standard Model (SM), a renormalizable gauge theory with
group U(1)Y ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ SU(3)c, that fits all the particle accelerator exper-
imental data up to now. Its matter content is given by three generations of
spin-1
2
fermions, composed each of two leptons (particles that do not ‘feel’
strong interactions) and two quarks (particles that do), and a scalar field
with non-zero vacuum expectation value, called the ‘Higgs boson’, that gives
mass to all the massive particles of the model; what’s more, such a matter
content makes the model anomaly-free.
Now that all SM fermions and gauge bosons have been discovered, only the
Higgs boson misses in order to verify the model; one of the main reasons
the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has been built is to find (or
not to find) this particle: whether found, the Higgs boson would confirm
the Standard Model but there would be the risk to not find evident in-
dications for new Physics; on the contrary, would LHC not find it will be a
striking signal that Standard Model has to be changed.
Lots of new Physics scenarios, like neutrino masses, Dark Matter, as well
as many Beyond the Standard Model (BSM) theories like new genera-
tions, extra compactified dimensions, Supersymmetry and so on, claim the
existence of new particles not ever seen. LHC is now going to explore an en-
ergy scale that has never been reached so far by any particle experiments: the
TeV scale, supposed to be the scale of the mass of the Higgs boson and that
to which one can find the answers (or some clues) to some of the ‘natural-
ness’ problems that affect the Standard Model, e.g. the Higgs hierarchy
problem and some fine tuning, as well as to the existence and nature of Dark
Matter and so on. The possibility to reach such high energies makes LHC
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the most promising tool to discover new particles.
The large SM background due to already well known Physics, however, makes
very hard the searches of new phenomena, and actually semi-impossible if
one doesn’t know what to look for; this is notably true in the case of hadron
colliders like LHC, since due to the high energies and the strenght of the
color interaction between the constituents of the accelerated hadrons a huge
number of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) processes is produced.
Therefore discovering anything is easier, and sometimes is possible, when
one knows what to look for.
The importance of phenomenological works is then to provide concrete pro-
posals to the experimental entourage, suggesting what to search for with
experiments and how the resulting data could look like.
Not always new proposals descend from a theory or a specific model with
theoretical bases: the attempt is to probe the effects on data of all possible
scenarios (or at least the main ones, or the most likely) in order to have
a how much complete overview on where directing the searches and what
expecting from experiments; if not yet happened, theoretical models and
mechanisms generating or explaining the existence of such new phenomena
would be possibly introduced later on. Moreover BSM models with theoret-
ical structure and motivations can suffer from lack of a univocal well-defined
signal, due for example to the lack of knowledge of critical parameters (like
e.g. sparticles masses in Supersymmetry), that doesn’t allow to propose
concrete searches. This justifies those works not assuming any of the main
BSM theoretical models as Supersymmetry, extra dimensions etc. nor even
interested in building an own theoretical model, but ‘simply’ suggesting new
Physics scenarios, for example only assuming some physical requests e.g. the
existence of a stable electrically neutral Dark Matter candidate as in [1]. As
well, this work does not assume any of the existing BSM models, but on
the contrary it is motivated from the fact that most of them are lacking in
a Yukawa term that couples each new particle with two SM ones (or more
in general a trilinear coupling between a new particle and two SM ones);
in this thesis, and in the article [2] (submitted to Nuclear Physics B)
to which it is strictly connected, we then study the physics of new particles
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Introduction
with couplings
λ′ (new particle) · (SM particle) · (SM particle)
invariant under all gauge and Lorentz SM symmetries. We assume that the
couplings λ′ are small enough that production of new particles is dominated
by their gauge interactions, and λ′ is only relevant for their decays. In this
limit precision and flavour data are satisfied (these limits for some of the
scalars here presented are studied in [3]), and one obtains well-defined sce-
narios of new Physics, allowing us to study their well-defined signals at LHC,
that can be computed in terms of the mass M of the new particle, up to a
minor dependence on λ′ and on its flavour structure. LHC is the main probe
because the smallness of λ′ suppresses the width of these new particles but
not their production cross section.
While the article focuses on the phenomenological aspects of this topic,
here we present the theoretical ground on which they base, and then study
the manifestations at LHC of a subgroup of the new particles introduced.
In Chapter 1 we classify all the possible multiplets that can couple to two
SM particles and list the resulting signatures. In Chapter 2 the general
lagrangians for new massive scalar and fermion U(1)Y ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ SU(3)c-
multiplets is presented, from which are derived the gauge-interaction Feyn-
man rules used in the following. Chapter 3 is devoted to calculate all the
cross sections of interest for production of such new multiplets, while Chap-
ter 4 shed light on some aspects of the phenomenological analysis that has
been accomplished, exposing some concrete cases. Finally, in Chapter 5 we
present a general-purpose self-developed Mathematica code for the sym-
bolic calculation of the trace of a product of Dirac γ matrices that has been
of help in the calculation of cross sections.
As one can easily understand, this simple model is only motivated from
the research of any possible non-obvious new signal at the TeV scale, that
would be a striking indication of new Physics that a dedicated experimental
data analysis could recognise. It introduces new multiplets without intro-
ducing any new theoretical structure, and for this reason the new particles
have been called ‘minimal matter’.
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Chapter 1
Classification and signatures of
the minimal matter
We classify the possible new scalar and fermion1 multiplets that couple to
two SM multiplets, the interaction being described by a renormalizable tri-
linear term in the lagrangian invariant under all SM (gauge and Lorentz)
symmetries; then we list the decay modes of the new particles and the var-
ious signatures to which the production of such particles gives rise at an
hadron collider.
1.1 Classification of possible new multiplets
Given that the matter content of the Standard Model, i.e. leptons, quarks
and Higgs, transform under the representations reported in Table 1.1, in order
to obtain such terms the possible representations to which the new multiplets
can belong restrict to a few:
• in order to not violate the Lorentz symmetry, a new scalar could be
coupled only with two scalars or two fermions, while a new fermion
could be coupled with only a scalar and another fermion: this can be
seen constructing products of representations with (1,2) and (2,1), the
1Here and in the following we will intend for ‘fermions’ just spin- 12 fields.
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Type Spin SU(2)L multiplet Y SU(2)L SU(3)c
Leptons 1
2
L = (νL, eL) -1/2 2 1
E = ecR 1 1 1
Quarks 1
2
Q = (uL, dL) 1/6 2 3
U = ucR -2/3 1 3¯
D = dcR 1/3 1 3¯
Higgs 0 H = (h+, h0) 1/2 2 1
Table 1.1: Representations of the symmetry groups of SM multiplets (one
generation only for fermions). In the notation used all fermions are left-
handed Weyl spinors.
two inequivalent fundamental representations of SL(2,C)2 ≈ SU(2)⊗
SU(2), using the SU(2) lines of Table 1.2. The only possibilities are
then three scalars or one scalar with two fermions, and in the second
case one sees that the two Weyl spinors must have the same chirality;
• since coupling two multiplets means taking the product of the respec-
tive representations (separately for each symmetry group), regarding
to the representations in Table 1.1 all the possible ways to couple two
SM multiplets for what concerns the gauge groups are listed in Table
1.2. If we now want to add another multiplet in order to obtain a
singlet, the new multiplet can belong only to the conjugate of one of
the irreducible representations (or to an equivalent one) resulting from
decomposing the product of the two initial multiplets3. In the trivial
case of U(1)Y the quantum numbers Y of the various multiplets that
enter the combination must sum to 0. So we see that, apart from the
trivial 1 representation, only the SU(2)L representations 2 and 3 and
SU(3)c representations 3, 6 and 8, together with their conjugates, are
allowed.
2SL(2,C) is the universal covering of the restricted Lorentz group
L↑+ = {Λ ∈ SO(3, 1) such that det Λ = 1 and Λ00 ≥ 1}.
3Rule that we have silently already used in the previous point.
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Product of two representations ‘Addable’ representations
SU(2)L
1⊗X = X X (X = 1,2)
2⊗ 2 = 3⊕ 1 1, 3
SU(3)c
1⊗X = X X¯ (X = 1,3, 3¯)
3⊗ 3 = 6⊕ 3¯ 3, 6¯
3⊗ 3¯ = 8⊕ 1 1, 8
3¯⊗ 3¯ = 6¯⊕ 3 3¯, 6
Table 1.2: Product of representations and all possible multiplets that can be
added in order to obtain a singlet (in listing all the possibilities we have used
the fact that for SU(N) 1 and the adjoint representation are real, and that
for SU(2) 2¯ = 2).
According to these restrictions the complete set of possible new multiplets
are the 17 scalars listed in Table 1.3 and the 13 fermions listed in Table 1.4,
that amount to 30 new multiplets of which 18 colored, shaded in red, 10
uncolored, shaded in blue, plus 2 sterile singlets.
‘Primed’ particles denote new multiplets with the same quantum numbers of
the SM ones; the others are the new exotic particles (i.e. they have quantum
numbers different from SM particles) that can have trilinear couplings with
the SM ones. In order to denote these new particles in a systematic way, a
tilde distinguishes the scalars (so that E˜, L˜, Q˜, U˜ , D˜ have the same gauge
quantum numbers as the corresponding ‘untilted’ SM leptons and quarks).
When new particles have SU(2)L-interactions different than SM particles,
a subscript 3 denotes that they form a triplet under SU(2)L. When new
particles have non-standard color interactions, a subscript 6 and 8 denotes
that they are sextet or octet under SU(3)c. Finally, when new multiplets
have a non-standard hypercharge it is added as superscript.
The last four fermion multiplets of Table 1.4 have components with exotic
electric charges; since new fermions interact with only one SM fermion, such
particles cannot mix with SM fermions and thereby they always lie in weak
multiplets together with non-exotic new fermions that can mix.
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Name spin U(1)Y SU(2)L SU(3)c |Q| = |t3 + Y | couplings to
N˜ 0 0 1 1 0 HH∗
H ′ 0 1
2
2 1 0, 1 L¯E¯, QU, Q¯D¯
E˜ 0 1 1 1 1 LL
N˜3 0 0 3 1 0, 1 HH
∗
E˜2 0 2 1 1 2 E¯E¯
E˜3 0 1 3 1 0, 1, 2 LL,H
∗H∗
Q˜ 0 1
6
2 3 1
3
, 2
3
LD
Q˜7/6 0 7
6
2 3 2
3
, 5
3
LU, E¯Q¯
D˜ 0 1
3
1 3¯ 1
3
LQ, E¯U¯ , Q¯Q¯, UD
D˜3 0
1
3
3 3¯ 1
3
, 2
3
, 4
3
LQ, Q¯Q¯
D˜6 0
1
3
1 6 1
3
UD, Q¯Q¯
D˜36 0
1
3
3 6 1
3
, 2
3
, 4
3
Q¯Q¯
U˜ 0 2
3
1 3 2
3
D¯D¯
U˜6 0
2
3
1 6¯ 2
3
D¯D¯
q˜4/3 0 4
3
1 3¯ 4
3
UU, E¯D¯
q˜
4/3
6 0
4
3
1 6 4
3
UU
H8 0
1
2
2 8 0, 1 QU, Q¯D¯
Table 1.3: List of new scalars that can couple to two SM particles. Col-
ored (uncolored) particles in red (blue), sterile particles in white. When new
particles have SU(2)L-interactions different than SM particles, a subscript 3
denotes that they form a triplet under SU(2)L; when they have non-standard
color interactions, a subscript 6 and 8 denotes that they are sextet or octet
under SU(3)c; when they have a non-standard hypercharge it is added as su-
perscript. The E˜, L˜, Q˜, U˜ , D˜ multiplets have the same quantum numbers as
the corresponding SM ones, as well as H ′ (see Table 1.1 for a comparison).
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Name spin U(1)Y SU(2)L SU(3)c |Q| = |t3 + Y | couplings to
N 1
2
0 1 1 0 LH
L′ 1
2
−1
2
2 1 0, 1 EH∗
E ′ 1
2
1 1 1 1 LH∗
N3
1
2
0 3 1 0, 1 LH
E3
1
2
1 3 1 0, 1, 2 LH∗
L3/2 1
2
3
2
2 1 1, 2 E¯H∗
Q′ 1
2
1
6
2 3 1
3
, 2
3
UH, DH∗
U ′ 1
2
−2
3
1 3¯ 2
3
QH
D′ 1
2
1
3
1 3¯ 1
3
QH∗
U3
1
2
2
3
3 3 1
3
, 2
3
, 5
3
Q¯H∗
D3
1
2
1
3
3 3¯ 1
3
, 2
3
, 4
3
QH∗
Q5/6 1
2
5
6
2 3¯ 1
3
, 4
3
D¯H∗
Q7/6 1
2
7
6
2 3 2
3
, 5
3
UH∗
Table 1.4: List of new fermions that can couple to two SM particles. Colored
(uncolored) particles in red (blue), sterile particles in white. The L′, E ′, Q′,
U ′, D′ multiplets denote new fermions with the same gauge quantum numbers
of the respective SM ones (see Table 1.1 for a comparison). The last four
multiplets involve exotic electric charges. For the description of the labels see
Table 1.3.
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One can see that, apart from the sterile particles N , N˜ , all the new
multiplets are complex (i.e. transform under a complex representation of the
gauge group) but the fermion N3 and the scalar N˜3, that are real.
Among the majority of Yukawa couplings to two SM multiplets, the two
scalar multiplets N˜ and N˜3 (that have been added here for completeness in
respect to [2]) couple to HH∗; the new scalar E˜ would admit too a coupling
with two Higgs doublets via the singlet combination of H∗H∗, that is however
antisymmetric and then vanishes.
It is worth to remark that, although in principle they could exist, scalars
with quantum numbers opposite to that of particles in Table 1.3 are not
considered here, their role being played by the conjugate φ† of the field φ.
Notice also that, contrary to the scalars, no left-handed fermion with quan-
tum numbers opposite to that of particles in Table 1.4 could couple to SM
particles: in fact if a left-handed fermion ψ couples to a left-handed fermion
f and a scalar h, its conjugate ψ¯ is a right-handed fermion with coupling to
right-handed f¯ and h∗; another left-handed fermion ψ ′ with same quantum
numbers as ψ¯ would then admit a coupling to f¯h∗ according to the gauge
symmetries, but not according to the Lorentz one.
Up to a few more quartic scalar couplings involving the Higgs doublet
the couplings considered here make the full list of possible renormalizable
interactions (without derivatives in the relative lagrangian terms and with
dimensionless coupling constant) between SM multiplets and one new mul-
tiplet.
1.2 Decay modes and LHC signatures of the
new particles
Introducing the Higgs vacuum expectation value (vev) in couplings like ABH
and CHH (H or H∗ make obviously no difference) generates a mass mixing
between the components of the multiplet A and those of B and between the
components of C and those of H, so that the diagonalization of the mass
matrix causes the gauge interactions of A, B, C and H to produce gauge
interactions of A with B and of C with H, as we will show explicitly in the
Minimal Matter at LHC 12 Eugenio Del Nobile
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Charge if scalar if fermion
0 → ee¯, νν¯, uu¯, dd¯, W+W−, Z0Z0 νZ0, eW+, e¯W−
1/3 → u¯e¯, d¯ν, ud d¯Z0, u¯W+
2/3 → de¯, uν, d¯d¯ uZ0, dW+
1 → e¯ν , ud¯, W+Z0 e¯Z0, νW+
4/3 → uu d¯W+
5/3 → ue¯ uW+
2 → e¯e¯, W+W+ e¯W+
Table 1.5: List of all possible decays of new mass-eigenstate particles into
pairs of SM particles (one generation only for fermions and only massive
gauge bosons are considered) allowed by electric charge conservation and by
Lorentz invariance; regarding to Table 1.1, ν stands for νL while e means
both eL or e¯
c
R, and the same for u and d (one can see their electric charges
in Table 2.1). Whereas a Z0 is present in any of the decay modes, the same
mode is allowed with same BR with h0 in place of Z0.
case of the new SU(2)L-triplet E3 in Section 4.3.1; in other words, once that
the Z0 and W± gauge vectors become massive by ‘eating’ the Goldstones G0
and G+ in the Higgs doublet
H =
(
G+, v +
1√
2
(
h0 + iG0
))
(1.2.1)
(in this notation v = 174 GeV), decays into G0 are replaced by decays into
h0, Z0 and decays into G± by decays into W± with equal branching ratios
(BR) in the high energy limit M  mh(> MZ &MW ) (if both are present).
Including for this reason only the massive gauge bosons we list in Table
1.5 all the possible decays of new mass-eigenstate particles into pairs of SM
particles allowed by electric charge conservation and by Lorentz invariance.
For M bigger than any other mass at stake all the decay modes of a same
particle get equal BR (considering decays into Z0 and h0 the same channel);
one has however to verify in each case which of them are realized and which
are not.
One could argue that, in the diagonalization of the mass matrix mentioned
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above, the rotated components of a multiplet could get different masses,
causing the heavier component to have electroweak decays into the lighter
ones; the smallness of the coupling constant λ′ however prevents this to
happen at tree-level, preserving all the masses of the new particles at their
original value M up to the first order in λ′ so that these decays are suppressed
by the small phase space.
Since hadron colliders produce these new particles in couples of compo-
nents of the same SU(2)L-multiplet, as we will see in Chapter 3, the particles
that compose the 30 multiplets of Tables 1.3 and 1.4 give rise to the following
main classes of signatures with well-defined peaks in appropriate invariant-
mass variables:
• 4` (di-leptons)
• 4q (di-quarks)
• 2` 2q (lepto-quarks)
• 2` 2V (heavy leptons)
• 2q 2V (heavy quarks)
(plus a 4V signature deriving from more complicated couplings to two Higgs
fields), where ` denotes SM leptons, q denotes SM quarks and V = {h0, Z0,W±}.
The phenomenological aspects of the 2`2V signature will be examinated in
Section 4.3, while those concerning di-leptons production will be studied in
Section 4.4.
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Chapter 2
Lagrangians and Feynman rules
for gauge-interacting particles
In this section we present the most general lagrangian terms describing the
gauge interactions of any massive complex U(1)Y ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ SU(3)c scalar
or fermion multiplets, from which we derive the Feynman rules. This same
treatment is general enough to describe the gauge couplings of both massive
complex SM particles and new ones.
2.1 The lagrangians
The gauge-interaction term of the lagrangian is obtained, as is well-known,
gauging the simply kinetic term with the SM symmetry group U(1)Y ⊗
SU(2)L⊗SU(3)c, i.e. promoting the partial derivative to covariant derivative.
Scalars allow one to construct a mass term with just one multiplet, while
for fermions two multiplets of Weyl fields are needed to write a Dirac mass
term.
In order to have an invariant mass term the two multiplets should transform
one as (2,1)⊗R and the other as (2,1)⊗R∗ (or, equivalently, as (1,2)⊗R),
where (2,1) and (1,2) are the fundamental representations of SL(2,C) and
R is the representation of the gauge group. Such couple of multiplets is so-
called a ‘vector-like’ couple, and in the case of fermions its two parts are seen
as the two chiralities of a same multiplet; if instead a field is present in the
15
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theory, but not its gauge conjugated counterpart (with the same chirality),
it is said to be ‘chiral’.
After the SM symmetry group has been gauged, the lagrangian kinetic
term for a multiplet Φ of complex scalar fields is
LΦΦ +LΦΦV +LΦΦV V = (D
µΦ)†(DµΦ)−M2ΦΦ†Φ (2.1.1)
while for a pair Ψ1, Ψ2 of complex multiplets of left-handed (i.e. belonging
to (2,1)) Weyl spinors is
LΨ1Ψ2 +LΨ1Ψ2V = Ψ¯1iσµD
µ
Ψ1
Ψ1 + Ψ2 iσ¯µD
µ
Ψ2
Ψ¯2 −MΨ1Ψ2(Ψ1Ψ2 + Ψ¯1 Ψ¯2)
(2.1.2)
where the covariant derivative is
Dµ ≡ ∂µ1− iGµ (2.1.3a)
Gµ ≡ g1Y Bµ + g2tiW µi + g3T aGµa (2.1.3b)
and σµ = (I2×2, σi), σ¯µ = (I2×2,−σi) with σi the Pauli matrices; V denotes
gauge vectors.
A 1 on the color space (the identity in the SU(3)c algebra) in the first two
terms of (2.1.3b) and one on the SU(2)L-multiplets in the first and last terms
are understood, as well as Lorentz and internal symmetry indices and sum
over them.
As we already said, the mass term in (2.1.2) is allowed only if the couple
Ψ1, Ψ2 is vector-like. We assume that new particles couple to SM ones with
small coupling constants λ′, so that a mass arising from the vev v of the
Higgs field, proportional to λ′v, would be too small to make such particles
still uncovered. So we want for these new particles a mass term in the la-
grangian that does not arise from interaction with the Higgs, then they must
be vector-like under the full gauge group in order to not break the SU(2)L
symmetry.
SM fermions acquire instead a mass once the vev of the Higgs field breaks
the full symmetry; they are chiral, but even in this case the theory re-
mains accidentally vector-like with respect to the residual unbroken sym-
metry U(1)EM ⊗ SU(3)c. SM particles are listed in Table 1.1.
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In consequence of (2.1.1) and (2.1.2) with (2.1.3)s the interaction la-
grangians can be written as
LΦΦV = i
[
(∂µΦ
†)GµΦ− Φ†Gµ(∂µΦ)
]
(2.1.4)
LΦΦV V = Φ
†G2Φ (2.1.5)
LΨ1Ψ2V = Ψ¯1σµG
µ
Ψ1
Ψ1 + Ψ2σ¯µG
µ
Ψ2
Ψ¯2 (2.1.6)
In the U(1)EM-eigenvectors basis for the gauge bosons, after the vev of
the Higgs field has broken the SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y symmetry to U(1)EM giving
mass to the Z0 and the W1, W2, we can write (2.1.3b) as
Gµ = eQAµ + g¯(t3 −Q sin2 θW)Z0µ + g¯ cos θW√
2
(t+W+
µ
+ t−W−µ) + g3T aGµa
(2.1.7)
where
tan θW ≡ g1/g2 (2.1.8)
g¯ ≡
√
g12 + g22 (2.1.9)
e ≡ g1g2/g¯ (2.1.10)
Q ≡ Y + t3 (2.1.11)
t± ≡ t1 ± it2 (2.1.12)
and
W±µ ≡ 1√
2
(W µ1 ∓ iW µ2 ) (2.1.13)
that are the well known electrically charged electroweak gauge bosons, and
Aµ =
1
g¯
(g1W
µ
3 + g2B
µ) (2.1.14)
Z0
µ
=
1
g¯
(g2W
µ
3 − g1Bµ) (2.1.15)
that are the as much known electrically neutral mass-eigenvector electroweak
gauge bosons.
For practical purposes we change basis to the matter multiplets, if nec-
essary, in order to diagonalize the t3 matrix: in this way their components,
being eigenstates of t3 as well as of hypercharge, will be actually eigenstates
of electric charge, as one can see from (2.1.11).
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In order to gain a more operative formalism to describe the interaction we
‘explode’ now the SU(2)L-multiplets: we can then work directly with the
generic component φ of the scalar SU(2)L-multiplet Φ, and we can compose
Dirac bi-spinors ψ with the vector-like couples of components of the two
SU(2)L left-handed multiplets Ψ1, Ψ2 (this can be done since, as has been
said, the theory is vector-like with respect to the unbroken symmetries): if
for example ψL is a component of Ψ1 and ψR of Ψ2 such that they form
a vector-like couple of fields, we can put them together to form the Dirac
spinor ψ ≡ (ψL, ψ¯R) (or ψ¯ ≡ (ψR, ψ¯L)) that transforms as ψL (ψR) under the
unbroken symmetry group.
We then define in the usual way the Left and Right component of the Dirac
bi-spinors
ψL ≡ PLψ =
(
ψL
0
)
ψR ≡ PRψ =
(
0
ψ¯R
)
(2.1.16)
with
PL ≡ 1− γ
5
2
PR ≡ 1 + γ
5
2
(2.1.17)
the usual Left and Right projectors, so that ψ = ψL +ψR. In this way we can
rewrite the terms appearing in (2.1.2) and (2.1.6) with these Dirac bi-spinors:
ψ¯Lσµψ ′L = ψ¯Lγµψ ′L = ψ¯ γµPLψ ′ (2.1.18a)
ψRσ¯µψ¯ ′R = ψ¯Rγµψ ′R = ψ¯ γµPRψ ′ (2.1.18b)
ψRψ ′L + ψ¯L ψ¯ ′R = ψ¯Rψ ′L + ψ¯Lψ ′R = ψ¯ ψ ′ (2.1.18c)
We see from (2.1.7) that, having diagonalized t3, the two scalar fields
or Weyl spinors that couple to an electrically neutral gauge boson V 0 ∈
{γ, Z0, g} must be two times the same component of the original SU(2)L-
multiplet, while in the case of coupling to a W boson, due to the presence
of the ‘raising’ and ‘lowering’ operators t+, t−, if one of the two scalar fields
or Weyl spinors is the nth component of a SU(2)L-multiplet then the second
must be the (n ± 1)th component of the same multiplet, i.e. the respective
eigenvalues of t3 must differ by ±1. In consequence for fermions we can
see from equations (2.1.18) that Dirac spinors couple to gauge vectors as
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ψAψAV
0 and ψAψ
′
AW (A = L,R), where ψ and ψ
′ must contain Weyl spinors
satisfying the request just expressed.
In order to calculate the trilinear coupling to the gauge bosons we then
separate neutral and charged current interactions:
LφφV = LφφV 0 +Lφφ′W (2.1.19)
LψψV = LψψV 0 +Lψψ′W
=
∑
A=L,R
(
LψAψAV 0 +LψAψ′AW
) (2.1.20)
The various terms read
LφφV 0 = i
∑
V=γ,Z0, g
G(φφV )
[
(∂µφ
†)V µφ− φ†V µ(∂µφ)
]
(2.1.21)
LψAψAV 0 =
∑
V=γ,Z0, g
GA(ψψV ) ψ¯AV/ψA (2.1.22)
Lφφ′W = G(φφ
′W )
(
φ† /W+φ ′ + φ ′† /W−φ
)
(2.1.23)
LψAψ′AW = GA(ψψ
′W )
(
ψ¯A /W
+
ψ ′A + ψ¯ ′A /W
−
ψA
)
(2.1.24)
(A = L, R), with
G(φφγ) = GL(ψψγ) = GR(ψψγ) ≡ eQ (2.1.25a)
G(φφZ0) ≡ g¯(t3 −Q sin2 θW) (2.1.25b)
GL(ψψZ
0) ≡ g¯(t3L −Q sin2 θW) (2.1.25c)
GR(ψψZ
0) ≡ g¯(t3R −Q sin2 θW) (2.1.25d)
G(φφg) = GL(ψψg) = GR(ψψg) ≡ g3T aij (2.1.25e)
and
GA(φφ
′W ) ≡ cA(φ) g¯ cos θW√
2
(2.1.25f)
GA(ψψ
′W ) ≡ cA(ψ) g¯ cos θW√
2
(2.1.25g)
where cA is the representation-dependent factor that appears in the t
± ma-
trices, whose value is 0 for a SU(2)L-singlet, 1 for a doublet and
√
2 for a
triplet. In the notation of (2.1.23) and (2.1.24), t3(φ) = t3(φ ′) + 1 as well as
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t3(ψ) = t3(ψ ′) + 1. We recall that in (2.1.25)s, except for (2.1.25e), a δij on
the color space is understood, and so it will remain in the following as well.
Since the theory is vector-like with respect to the unbroken U(1)Y ⊗
SU(3)c, Left and Right components of a Dirac spinor transform under the
same representations of these gauge groups; this is no necessarily true for
the SU(2)L representations (it is only if the theory is vector-like since the
beginning under the full gauge group), so we have here to distinguish the
Left one from the Right.
In the (2.1.25)s Q, t3, t3L and t
3
R are no more operators but c-numbers (the
eigenvalues of the respective matrices, and in consequence they depend on
the field), as well as T aij . The quantum numbers of the SM fermions are
listed in Table 2.1.
Type Particle t3L t
3
R Q = Y + t
3
Leptons
ν 1/2 / 0
e -1/2 0 -1
Quarks
u 1/2 0 2/3
d -1/2 0 -1/3
Table 2.1: Quantum numbers of the SM particles (one generation only) as
follows from Table 1.1.
For what concerns the quadrilinear coupling of two scalars to two vectors
the very most relevant case, and in consequence the only of our interest,
is the coupling with two gluons, since their presence inside the initial state
nucleons overwhelms that of the other gauge bosons. The only quadrilinear
term we will consider is then
Lφφgg = g
2
3 φ
i† (T aT b)ij G
aµGbµ φ
j (2.1.26)
2.2 Feynman rules
Disregarding an unnecessary overall phase and denoting with p1, p2 the out-
going momenta of the scalar fields φj and φ
†
i respectively (where i, j are color
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indices) the Feynman rules for the vertices result for scalars
p2p1V 0µ
φ
φ†
= G(φφV 0)(p1 − p2)µ (2.2.1)
p2p1Wµ
φ
φ′†
= G(φφ ′W )(p1 − p2)µ (2.2.2)

φ
φ†
µ, a
ν, b
= g23 (T
aT b + T bT a)ij η
µν (2.2.3)
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and for the A-component (A = L, R) of Dirac spinors
V 0µ
ψA
ψ¯A
= GA(ψψV
0)γµPA (2.2.4)
Wµ
ψA
ψ¯′A
= GA(ψψ
′W )γµPA (2.2.5)
where all the G and GA factors are listed in (2.1.25)s.
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Production of new matter at
hadron colliders
In order to investigate the existence of BSM particles at LHC, and more
in general at any hadron collider, we want to calculate the tree-level cross
sections of production of scalars and fermions by hadron-hadron collision.
In the parton model framework this can be accomplished calculating the
parton-level cross sections, i.e. the production cross sections by contributing
partons scattering, which are quark-quark and gluon-gluon collisions (quark-
gluon collisions are not considered here because the smallness of the Yukawa
couplings of the new particles with the SM ones suppresses the contribution
of processes where one of the new particles is produced in a non-gauge inter-
action).
For the new particles described in Chapter 1 this can be done using the
Feynman rules determined in the previous Chapter: in fact the coupling λ′
to SM particles is assumed to be small enough that production of new parti-
cles is dominated by their gauge interactions, and λ′ is only relevant for their
decays.
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3.1 New fermions production by qq¯ annihila-
tion
At tree-level only the exchange of a gauge boson in the s-channel contributes;
exchanges in other channels are excluded because final particles belong to
a different SU(2)L-multiplet in respect to the initial quarks, so there is no
vertex that involves both a final and an initial particle. For this reason initial
and final states are both composed by a particle and an antiparticle, as is in
any s-channel process.
We denote the new complex fermions as f , f¯ while the initial quarks are q
and q¯; here q¯ (f¯) is not necessarily the antiparticle of q (f). The process is
qq¯ → ff¯ and the only contributing diagram is
V
q
q¯
f
f¯
where V can be any of the SM gauge bosons γ, Z0, W±, g. We threat
together the distinct cases of neutral and charged intermediate gauge boson
exchange; in the former q¯ (f¯) is the antiparticle of q (f), while in the latters
it is not.
We denote the momenta with the name of the relative particles. The
invariant kinematical variables are
s = (q + q¯)2 =
(
f + f¯
)2
(3.1.1)
t = (q − f)2 = (f¯ − q¯)2 (3.1.2)
u =
(
q − f¯)2 = (f − q¯)2 (3.1.3)
that satisfy
s+ t+ u = m2q +m
2
q¯ +M
2
f +M
2
f¯ (3.1.4)
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Using the Feynman rules determined in Section 2.2 one can write the
matrix element for given initial and final chiralities A, B = {L, R} in the
s-channel:
MA→B = GAB [v¯(q¯)γµPAu(q)]
[
u¯(f)γµPBv(f¯)
]
(3.1.5)
where
GAB ≡
∑
V
GA(qq¯ V )GB
(
ff¯ V
)
s−M2V
(3.1.6)
summed over all contributing gauge bosons V = {γ, Z0, g}, W+ or W−.
The total amplitude is the sum of all the helicity amplitudes (3.1.5) for
every chirality of initial and final particles,
M
(
qq¯ → ff¯) = ∑
A,B={L,R}
MA→B (3.1.7)
whose square is
∣∣M (qq¯ → ff¯)∣∣2 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
A,B={L,R}
MA→B
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
∑
A,B,C,D
MA→B M ∗C→D (3.1.8)
We then average over initial spins and sum over final ones: using the result
Tr [(/k1 + a)γ
µPA(/k2 + b)γ
νPB] =
Tr [PA/k1γµ/k2γν ] = 2[k2, k1]
µν
A if A=B
Tr [PAγ
νγµ] ab = 2ηµνab if A 6=B
(3.1.9)
with a and b any two c-numbers, and
[k1, k2]
µν
± ≡ kµ1kν2 +kµ2kν1 − (k1 ·k2)ηµν∓ iεµνρσkρ1kσ2 =
1
4
Tr
[
(1± γ5)γµ/k2γν/k1
]
(3.1.10)
(so for (2.1.17) subscript L (R) to the square brackets (3.1.10) corresponds
to − (+)), that satisfies
[k1, k2]
µν
A [k3, k4]Bµν =
4(k1 · k3)(k2 · k4) if A=B4(k1 · k4)(k2 · k3) if A 6=B (3.1.11)
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one obtains
1
4
∑
spin q,q¯
∑
spin f,f¯
∣∣M (qq¯ → ff¯)∣∣2 =
(
u−M2f¯ −m2q
) (
u−M2f −m2q¯
) (|GLL|2 + |GRR|2)+(
t−M2f +m2q
) (
t−M2f¯ +m2q¯
) (|GLR|2 + |GRL|2)+
mqmq¯
(
s−M2f −M2f¯
)
2Re [GLLG
∗
RL +GRRG
∗
LR] +
MfMf¯
(
s−m2q −m2q¯
)
2Re [GLLG
∗
LR +GRRG
∗
RL] +
4mqmq¯MfMf¯2Re [GLLG
∗
RR +GLRG
∗
RL] (3.1.12)
This general formula is valid for any process with two complex fermions of a
SU(2)L-multiplet in the initial state and two complex fermions belonging to
a different SU(2)L-multiplet in the final state.
From now on we set to 0 the masses of the initial particles, coherently
with the parton model; this choice is justified from the fact that the masses
of the quarks that constitute the hadrons accelerated at hadron colliders are
surely negligible in respect to the high energies to which the processes take
place.
Moreover we now impose that the new particles f and f¯ are vector-like, i.e.
since they are described by Dirac spinors their Left and Right representations
are the same. As has been already said in Section 2.1, this must be true for
new heavy particles whose mass term does not arise from interaction with
the Higgs, because if not so such a term would break SU(2)L at the energy
scale of the mass of these new particles. As a consequence we don’t have to
distinguish between Left and Right representations for the final particles so
we can write GAB factors simply as GA.
After these new assumptions what remains of (3.1.12) is
1
4
∑
spin q,q¯
∑
spin f,f¯
∣∣M (qq¯ → ff¯)∣∣2 =
[(
u−M2f
) (
u−M2f¯
)
+
(
t−M2f
) (
t−M2f¯
)
+ 2sMfMf¯
] (|GL|2 + |GR|2)
(3.1.13)
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Averaging over initial colors and summing over final ones one eliminates
color indices and can evaluate the |GA|2 terms1: in the case of exchange of a
neutral boson one has
FA(V
0) ≡ 1
d2q
∑
colors
|GA|2 =
df
dq
(
e2QqQf
s
+
gA(q) g(f)
s−M2Z
)2
+
dg
d2q
C(q)C(f)
(
g23
s
)2
(3.1.14)
where
gA(q) ≡ g¯(t3A(q)−Qq sin2 θW) (3.1.15)
g(f) ≡ g¯(t3(f)−Qf sin2 θW) (3.1.16)
are the standard coupling to the Z0 boson, while for a W± exchange
FA(W ) ≡ 1
d2q
∑
colors
|GA|2 = df
dq
(
g¯2 cos2 θW
2(s−M2W )
cA(q)c(f)
)2
(3.1.17)
dg, dq and df are the dimensions of the color representations of gluons, quarks
and of the new particle f : the former, together with C(q) and C(f) factors,
comes from the trace of two SU(3) generators, while the latters arise from
traces of the previously mentioned understood 1 on the color space. c fac-
tors are defined after equations (2.1.25). The lack of the product of the
electroweak term with the color one in (3.1.14) is due to the the traceless
nature of the SU(3) generators. The values of these factors for the SU(3)c
representations of our interest (determined in Chapter 1) are reported in
Table 3.1 and are equal for both a representation and its conjugate.
1We use the following notation for operations on the Lie Algebra of the SU(N) group:
[T a, T b] = ifabcT c the commutation relation among hermitian generators, so that the
structure constants fabc are real;
Tr[T aRT
b
R] = C(R)δ
a
b the normalization condition on generators in the representation R,
that makes the constant structure fabc totally antisymmetric;
T aRT
a
R = C2(R)1 the quadratic Casimir operator;
(T aA)bc = −ifabc the generators in the adjoint representation; the relation
dAC(R) = C2(R)dR, where dR is the dimension of the representation R (and dA is the
dimension of the adjoint representation, so dA = N2−1 for SU(N)) is also useful. Gener-
ically one uses C(R) = 1/2 for the fundamental representations of any SU(N) group,
which has dimension N .
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SU(3) representation dimension d normalization factor C Casimir C2
1 (trivial) 1 0 0
3 (fundamental) 3 1/2 4/3
6 (symmetric) 6 5/2 10/3
8 (adjoint) 8 3 3
Table 3.1: Color factors.
Finally the mean squared amplitude is
|M (qq¯ → ff¯) |2 = 1
4
∑
spin q,q¯
∑
spin f,f¯
1
d2q
∑
colors
∣∣M (qq¯ → ff¯)∣∣2 =
[(
u−M2f
) (
u−M2f¯
)
+
(
t−M2f
) (
t−M2f¯
)
+ 2sMfMf¯
]
(FL + FR)
(3.1.18)
where FL,R are given by (3.1.14) in the case of neutral gauge-bosons exchange,
and by (3.1.17) in tha case of charged gauge-boson exchange.
3.2 New scalars production by qq¯ annihila-
tion
As in the previous case the only contributing processes are the exchange of
a gauge boson in the s-channel, so initial and final states are both composed
by a particle and an antiparticle.
We denote the new complex scalars as X and X¯, the last one being the an-
tiparticle of the first only when the boson exchanged is neutral. The process
is qq¯ → XX¯ and the only contributing diagram is
V
q
q¯
X
X¯
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where V can be any of the SM gauge bosons γ, Z0, W±, g.
From the Feynman rules derived in Section 2.2 it follows that
MA = GA [v¯(q¯)γµPAu(q)] (X − X¯)µ (3.2.1)
with
GA ≡
∑
V
GA(qq¯ V )G
(
XX¯ V
)
s−M2V
(3.2.2)
summed over all contributing gauge bosons V = {γ, Z0, g}, W+ or W−.
The total amplitude is obtained summing (3.2.1) over chiralities:
M
(
qq¯ → XX¯) = ∑
A=L,R
MA (3.2.3)
whose square is
∣∣M (qq¯ → XX¯)∣∣2 = ∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
A=L,R
MA
∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
∑
A,B
MA M
∗
B (3.2.4)
Averaging over quark spins and using (3.1.9) with (3.1.10) one obtains
1
4
∑
spin q,q¯
∣∣M (qq¯ → XX¯)∣∣2 = 1
4
[[
(M2X −M2X¯ + t− u)(M2X¯ −M2X + t− u)+
(s−m2q −m2q¯)(2M2X + 2M2X¯ − s)
] (|GL|2 + |GR|2) ]+
mqmq¯(2M
2
X + 2M
2
X¯ − s) Re [GLG∗R] (3.2.5)
This general formula holds for any two complex fermions annihilating into a
pair of complex scalars.
Neglecting quarks masses one has
1
4
∑
spin q,q¯
∣∣M (qq¯ → XX¯)∣∣2 =
1
4
[
(M2X−M2X¯+t−u)(M2X¯−M2X+t−u)+s(2M2X+2M2X¯−s)
] (|GL|2 + |GR|2)
(3.2.6)
Since for vertex-factors (2.1.25) one has that G = GA for same-representation
scalars and fermions if fermion’s Left and Right representations are equal, the
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GL,R defined in (3.2.2) are the same that appears in (3.1.13); consequently
(3.1.14) and (3.1.17) hold in this case simply substituting f with X, so the
mean squared amplitude is
|M (qq¯ → XX¯) |2 = 1
4
∑
spin q,q¯
∑
spinX,X¯
1
d2q
∑
colors
∣∣M (qq¯ → XX¯)∣∣2 =
1
4
[
(M2X −M2X¯ + t−u)(M2X¯ −M2X + t−u) + s(2M2X + 2M2X¯ − s)
]
(FL + FR)
(3.2.7)
where one has to distinguish, as in the fermion production by quarks, neutral
gauge-bosons exchange (3.1.14) and charged gauge-boson exchange (3.1.17).
3.3 Pair production via gluon fusion
We now calculate the cross sections for the process gg → XX¯, with X either
a complex scalar or fermion and X¯ the respective antiparticle. We will use
the general factorization properties of these amplitudes illustrated in [4] and
employed e.g. in [5].
We denote with k1 and k2 the momenta of the initial gluons and with
1 and 2 their polarization vectors; X, X¯ are the momenta of the outgoing
particles. All the external particles are on-shell and gluons have transverse
polarizations (i ·ki = 0 for i = 1, 2). The invariant kinematical variables are
s = (k1 + k2)
2 = (X + X¯)
2
(3.3.1)
t = (k1 −X)2 = (X¯ − k2)2 (3.3.2)
u = (k1 − X¯)2 = (X − k2)2 (3.3.3)
that satisfy as usual
s+ t+ u = 2M2X (3.3.4)
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Except for an unnecessary overall phase the diagrams that contribute to
the process are

k1
k2
µ, a
ν, b
X
X¯
= g23 1 · (k1 − 2X) 2 · (2X¯ − k2)(T aT b)ij
i
t−M2X
(3.3.5)
	
k1
k2
µ, a
ν, b
X
X¯
= g23 1 · (2X¯ − k1) 2 · (k2 − 2X)(T bT a)ij
i
u−M2X
(3.3.6)


k1
k2
X
X¯
µ, a
ν, b
= g23 1 · 2(T aT b + T bT a)ij (3.3.7)

k1
k2
X
X¯
µ, a
ν, b
= g23
i
s
fabcT cij [(1 · 2) (k2 − k1) · (X¯ −X)+
1 · (X¯ −X) 2 · (2k1 + k2)−
1 · (2k2 + k1) 2 · (X¯ −X)]
(3.3.8)
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for scalar particle production, and

k1
k2
µ, a
ν, b
X
X¯
= g23 u¯(X)/1 ( /X − /k1 +MX) /2v(X¯)
1
t−M2X
(T aT b)ij
(3.3.9)

k1
k2
µ, a
ν, b
X
X¯
= g23 u¯(X)/2 (/k1 − /¯X +MX) /1v(X¯)
1
u−M2X
(T bT a)ij
(3.3.10)

k1
k2
X
X¯
µ, a
ν, b
= g23 u¯(X)
[
(/k1 − /k2)(1 · 2) + /2(2k2 + k1) · 1−
/1(2k1 + k2) · 2
]
v(X¯)
1
s
ifabcT cij
(3.3.11)
for spin-1
2
particles (initial momenta are ingoing, final momenta outgoing).
One can check that the total amplitude respects gauge invariance in both
cases, i.e. it vanishes if gluon polarizations 1 and 2 are substituted by
respective gluon momenta k1 and k2.
The amplitude can be written as
M (gg → XX¯) =
∑
ch=s,t,u
g23Gch
Ach
Cch
(3.3.12)
where Cch are the denominators of the propagators in the corresponding
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channel ch:
Cs ≡ s (3.3.13)
Ct ≡ t−M2X (3.3.14)
Cu ≡ u−M2X (3.3.15)
(3.3.16)
Gch are the group factors
Gs = if
abcT cij (3.3.17)
Gt = (T
aT b)ij (3.3.18)
Gu = (T
bT a)ij (3.3.19)
(3.3.20)
(color indices will now be understood) and Ach are the Lorentzian parts of
the amplitude:
At = 1 · (k1 − 2p1) 2 · (2p2 − k2)− Ct(1 · 2) (3.3.21)
Au = 1 · (2p2 − k1) 2 · (k2 − 2p1)− Cu(1 · 2) (3.3.22)
As = (1 · 2) (k2 − k1) · (p2 − p1) + 1 · (p2 − p1) 2 · (2k1 + k2) (3.3.23)
− 1 · (2k2 + k1) 2 · (p2 − p1) (3.3.24)
for scalars, and
At = u¯(X)
[
/1 ( /X − /k1 +MX) /2
]
v(X¯) (3.3.25)
Au = u¯(X)
[
/2 (/k1 − /¯X +MX) /1
]
v(X¯) (3.3.26)
As = u¯(X)
[
(/k1 − /k2)(1 · 2) + 2/2(k2 · 1)− 2/1(k1 · 2)
]
v(X¯) (3.3.27)
for fermions.
From (3.3.4) follows that
Cs + Ct + Cu = 0 (3.3.28)
moreover [T a, T b] = ifabcT c implies that
Gt −Gu = Gs (3.3.29)
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and by explicit calculation one finds that in both cases of scalars or fermions
production
At − Au = As (3.3.30)
Using these relations we can separate the mean squared amplitude into
the product of a group factor and a Lorentz factor:
∣∣M (gg → XX¯)∣∣2 = 1
4
∑
polarizations,
spins
1
d2A
∑
colors
∣∣M (gg → XX¯)∣∣2 =
g43 |G|2
∣∣∣∣AtCt + AuCu
∣∣∣∣2 (3.3.31)
where
|G|2 ≡ 1
d2A
∑
colors
∣∣∣∣CuGt + CtGuCs
∣∣∣∣2 =
dX
d2A
C2(X)
(
C2(X)− (t−M
2
X)(u−M2X)
s2
C2(A)
)
(3.3.32)
and∣∣∣∣AtCt + AuCu
∣∣∣∣2 = 14 ∑
polarizations,
spins
∣∣∣∣AtCt + AuCu
∣∣∣∣2 =
fgS for scalar particles productionfgF for spin-12 particles production (3.3.33)
with
fgS ≡ 2
[
1− 2 sM
2
X
CtCu
+ 2
(
sM2X
C2t C
2
u
)2]
(3.3.34)
fgF ≡ − 2
C2t C
2
u
[
2M8X − 8M6Xt+M4X(3s2 + 4st+ 12t2)+
t(s3 + 3s2t+ 4st2 + 2t3)−M2X(s3 + 2s2t+ 8st2 + 8t3)
]
(3.3.35)
(this last equation has been calculated using a Mathematica ([6]) code
written by us, see Chapter 5).
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To calculate (3.3.32) we have derived the following SU(N) traces:
Tr[T aT bT bT a] = dR(C2(R))
2 (3.3.36)
Tr[T aT bT aT b] = C2(R)dR
[
C2(R)− 1
2
C2(A)
]
(3.3.37)
where A is the adjoint representation. In calculating the sum over physical
polarizations of external gluons in (3.3.33) we have used the formula
P µνphys(k) ≡
∑
r=1,2
µ(k, r) ν∗(k, r) = −ηµν + k
µV ν + kνV µ
k · V − V
2 k
µkν
(k · V )2
(3.3.38)
where µ(k, r) (r = 1, 2) are the two transverse polarization vectors of a
massless vector boson with momentum k (k · µ(k, 1) = k · µ(k, 2) = 0)2. A
convenient choice is to take V such as V 2 = 0, for example in scatterings
with two massless vectors with momenta k1 and k2 one can choose for each
vector the momentum of the other one to be V , so that
P µνphys(k1) = P
µν
phys(k2) = −ηµν +
kµ1k
ν
2 + k
ν
1k
µ
2
k1 · k2 (3.3.40)
(this is equivalent to put V = k1 + k2 in both P
µν
phys(k1) and P
µν
phys(k2)).
Finally the mean squared amplitude is∣∣M (gg → XX¯)∣∣2 =
g43
dX
d2A
C2(X)
(
C2(X)− (t−M
2
X)(u−M2X)
s2
C2(g)
)
fgX (3.3.41)
where fgX is given by (3.3.34) and (3.3.35) if X is a scalar or a fermion,
respectively.
2The vector V is introduced to complete the set of orthogonal vectors {k, 1, 2} to a
basis of the Minkowski Space such as V · 1 = V · 2 = 0; since k2 = 0 it can’t be V · k = 0
because the scalar product ηµν is invertible.
With the usual normalization |1|2 = |2|2 = −1,
µ1 
ν
1
∗ + µ2 
ν
2
∗ + ηµν − k
µV ν + kνV µ
k · V + V
2 k
µkν
(k · V )2 (3.3.39)
is the more general 2-indices tensor that annihilates every vector constructed with
1, 2, k, V , i.e. every vector in the Minkowski Space, so it is the null tensor; from here
comes the formula (3.3.38).
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3.4 Production cross sections
We here summarize all the results derived in this Chapter applying them to
write the differential cross sections in the concrete case of quarks and gluons
in the initial state.
The general formula for differential cross sections in 2→ 2 scatterings is
dσ
dt
=
|M |2
16pi
[
s− (m1 +m2)2
] [
s− (m1 −m2)2
] ≈ |M |2
16pis2
(3.4.1)
where for the second equality we have assumed massless initial particles (i.e.
m1 ≈ m2 ≈ 0), coherently with the formulæ precedently obtained.
We set now some parameters: dq = 3 and dg = 8 the dimension of the
representations of quarks and gluons; C(q) = 3, as in Table 3.1; cL(q) = 1,
cR(q) = 0 as defined in general after equations (2.1.25) and applied to quark
multiplets looking at Table 1.1.
From equations (3.1.18) and (3.2.7) for the production of a particle and
an antiparticle X, X¯ by annihilation of a quark q and an antiquark q¯ one
has
dσ
dt
(qq¯ → V → XX¯) = VL(V ) + VR(V )
144pis2
FqX (3.4.2)
for either fermion or scalar particles X, X¯ with neutral or charged interme-
diate vector bosons V , where
VA(V
0) = 3 dX
(
e2QqQX
s
+
gA(q) g(X)
s−M2Z
)2
+ 4C(X)
(
g23
s
)2
(3.4.3)
(A = L, R)
gA(q) ≡ g¯(t3A(q)−Qq sin2 θW) (3.4.4)
g(X) ≡ g¯(t3(X)−QX sin2 θW) (3.4.5)
VL(W ) = 3 dX
(
g¯2 cos2 θW
2(s−M2W )
c(X)
)2
(3.4.6)
VR(W ) = 0 (3.4.7)
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and
FqS = M
2
XM
2
X¯ − (M2X +M2X¯) t+ t2 + st (3.4.8)
FqF =
(
u−M2X
) (
u−M2X¯
)
+
(
t−M2X
) (
t−M2X¯
)
+ 2sMXMX¯ (3.4.9)
For the production of a scalar or fermion pair XX¯ via gluon fusion instead
we have from equation (3.3.41)
dσ
dt
(gg → XX¯) = g
4
3
8pis2
C(X)
dX
(
C(X)− 3
8
dX
(t−M2X)(u−M2X)
s2
)
FgX
(3.4.10)
with
FgS = 1− 2 sM
2
X
(t−M2X)(u−M2X)
+ 2
(
sM2X
(t−M2X)(u−M2X)
)2
(3.4.11)
FgF = −2 + s(s+ 4M
2
X)
(t−M2X)(u−M2X)
− 4
(
sM2X
(t−M2X)(u−M2X)
)2
(3.4.12)
Formulæ (3.4.2) and (3.4.10) are valid for complex particles production; in
the case of real fields instead the respective cross sections are obtained from
these dividing by 2; with this specification our forumlæ are fully general,
allowing e.g. to compute production of an electro-weak neutral color octet
scalar or fermion, such as the supersymmetric Majorana gluino.
In order to obtain the total cross sections one must integrate these dif-
ferential cross sections in t, that takes the place of the angle θ between the
flight directions of an initial and a final particle in the center of mass (CM)
frame; the extrema are
t0,1 =
(
M2X −M2X¯
2
√
s
)2
−
√s
2
∓
√(
s+M2X −M2X¯
2
√
s
)2
−M2X
2 (3.4.13)
that correspond t0 to θCM = 0, t1 to θCM = pi.
Figure 4.2 shows LHC and Fermilab’s Tevatron cross sections for
pair production of new particles via gauge interaction, calculated with the
equations reported above; in Section 4.1 it is explained how to use such
equations for quarks and gluons in the initial state to compute the hadron-
hadron cross sections, that are those one really measures.
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In this Chapter we study the phenomenology at LHC of some of the new par-
ticles presented in Chapter 1, finding out their interactions with SM particles
and then performing suitable computer simulations. First of all however we
introduce the features of hadron colliders phenomenology [7].
4.1 Phenomenology inside an hadron collider
Particle interactions inside an hadron collider are tricky, since a big number
of QCD events is typically generated due to the largeness at small energies
of the strong coupling constant αs, and this causes quarks in the final state
to confine recombining into ‘showers’ of hadrons called jets ; moreover the
final state presents particles generated from the QCD initial state radiation
(ISR), i.e. gluons emitted from incident quarks. Because of the spreading
of the big number of particles in a jet, and of the accidental possibility of
different jets to overlap, the reconstruction of an event can be difficult and is
subject to a certain error. In the present work however the error on the jets
reconstruction has been only na¨ıvely considered and in most cases we have
ignored the ISR.
Being the accelered colliding particles composite (e.g. for LHC two pro-
tons, for Tevatron a proton and an antiproton), one cannot really know
which gluons and quarks (partons) took place to a specific event, and for
this reason cross sections computed with these fundamental particles in the
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initial state are ‘mediated’ over their content inside the hadron projectile;
such a content is described by particular sets of experimental data called
parton distribution functions (PDF), that permit one to connect theoretical
perturbative QCD cross sections of scatterings of gluons and quarks (called
parton-level cross sections) with those measured of the incident composite
hadrons.
Figure 4.1 shows the two sets of PDF used in this work: MSTW 2008 [8],
the only up to now available in Mathematica language [6], that has been
used in events generation by our code in Mathematica; and CTEQ6L1, the
default PDF used by MadGraph/MadEvent ([9]) (MSTW 2008 wasn’t
available to use with it). Testing the difference has resulted in roughly a 10%
detachment in the final results.
Another problem with hadron colliders is that, in order to compute the
parton-level cross sections, we need to know the values assumed by the initial
kinematical variables, but this is a priori not possible since partons are con-
fined inside the colliding hadrons. Being the initial hadrons ultrarelativistic,
however, in the framework of the parton model one supposes the motion of
their internal components to be practically longitudinal to their direction
of motion. In this way the only kinematical variables one need to know in
order to compute the event cross section are the modules of the momenta of
the two initial partons or, since they are considered massless, their energies;
such quantities can be expressed as their fractions 1 > x1,2 > 0 of the known
energies of the respective colliding hadrons. The PDF datasets contain the
informations about these variables too, in such a way that, mediating over
initial partons as said above, x1 and x2 are integrated away. The link between
the hadron-hadron cross section σ(A1A2 → X) of two colliding hadrons A1,2
giving the final state X and the QCD parton-level cross section σˆ(p1p2 → X),
where p1,2 are the respective partons, is given by the factorization formula
dσ
dt
(A1A2 → X) =
∑
p1, p2
∫ 1
0
dx1dx2 ℘p1(x1,Q)℘p2(x2,Q)
dσˆ
dtˆ
(p1p2 → X)
(4.1.1)
where one must sum over all partons p1,2 with parton distribution functions
℘pi(xi,Q), Q being the factorization scale (or the typical momentum transfer
in the collision). We defined sˆ = s x1x2 and tˆ = t x1x2, i.e. ‘hatted’ quantities
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Figure 4.1: The PDF datasets used in this work: MSTW 2008 and
CTEQ6L1, at a factorization scale Q 2 = 104 GeV2 (plotted using [10]).
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are the parton-level kinematical variables, while ‘not hatted’ are hadronic
ones. For numerical evaluations it is convenient to change variables to
τ ≡ x1x2 = sˆ/s (4.1.2)
yCM =
1
2
ln
x1
x2
(4.1.3)
whose inverses are
x1,2 =
√
τe±yCM (4.1.4)
such that dx1dx2 = dτ dyCM with 1 > τ > 0 and |yCM| 6 −12 ln τ . Since
in the hadronic CM frame, i.e. the laboratory frame, the two initial par-
tons four-momenta are pi = xiPAi , PAi being the (same mass) hadrons four-
momenta PA1,2 = (EA, 0, 0,±pA), the parton system moves in the laboratory
frame with four-momentum
PCM = ((x1 + x2)EA, 0, 0, (x1 − x2)pA) (4.1.5)
τ specifies the parton-level energy of the process, while yCM turns out to be
exactly the rapidity of the center of mass of the two partons in the laboratory
frame.
In all the simulations that will follow we assume Q 2 = sˆ.
Figure 4.2 shows LHC and Tevatron cross sections for pair production
of a few sample new particles as a function of their mass M , calculated
with the equations derived in Chapter 3; the relevant differences between the
two hadron colliders are the center of mass energy
√
s (nominally 14 TeV
for LHC, 1.96 TeV for Tevatron) and the colliding hadrons: in fact LHC
accelerates protons versus protons, while Tevatron employes protons versus
antiprotons, so in order to make calculations, for one of the two incident
hadrons one has to exchange the parton density functions of quarks with these
of antiquarks. The equations for parton-level scattering are convoluted with
the PDF using the factorization formula (4.1.1). Should LHC reach only a
fraction of its planned energy, the reduced cross sections are plotted in Figure
4.3 in the cases of
√
s = 7 TeV and
√
s = 3 TeV. All the analysis’ reported
in this work however have been done simulating proton-proton scatterings at
LHC planned energy of 14 TeV in the CM frame.
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Figure 4.2: Cross sections for pair production via gauge interactions at lead-
ing order in hadronic collisions of new particles XX¯ labelled as PQt3 where Q
is the electric charge, t3 is weak isospin and P = F (S) for a fermion (scalar),
drawed with a continuous (dashed) line. Cross sections of colored particles
(in magenta or red) negligibly depend on their electroweak interactions, so we
adopted the simplified notation Pd where d = {3, 6, 8} for color triplets, sex-
tets and real color octets. Non-colored particles with weak interactions are in
blue, those with non-trivial EM-interactions only in green. The PDF dataset
used is MSTW 2008 [8]; renormalization scale for couplings and factorization
scale for PDF are set equal to the process energy on a parton-level: Q 2 = sˆ.
There are present some particles not listed in Tables 1.3 and 1.4 too, and
therefore out of the interests of this work, although however interesting for
other purposes, e.g. the real color octet fermion F8 is the supersymmetric
gluino.
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Figure 4.3: Cross sections for pair production via gauge interactions at lead-
ing order in hadronic collisions at LHC, in the case it should reach only a
fraction of its planned energy; the cases
√
s = 7 GeV and
√
s = 3 GeV
are shown. The explanations of the labels and the relevant features of these
images are the same as Figure 4.2.
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From Figure 4.2 one can see that the largest possible cross sections are
for the color octets and sextets, similar in the two cases: hadron colliders
have a big chance to produce colored particles, so production of new such
particles have large cross sections that have however to be compared with
the huge QCD background; particles with only hypercharge-interactions (and
then only EM-interactions) have instead the lowest cross sections.
Being the integrated luminosity collected at Tevatron over the past
years roughly 7 fb−1 [11], Figure 4.2 allows to guess lower bounds on the
masses of the new particles: one can see for example that, in order to have
a number of events of order 1 at Tevatron, colored scalars (fermions) have
to be heavier than roughly 300 (400) GeV.
Because of the lack of knowledge on the relative motion of the incident
partons along the direction of the hadrons motion we spoke so far, all mea-
sured quantities should be invariant under boosts along the beam axis (that
we arbitrarily call z axis); three such quantities are customarily and have
been used in this analysis:
• the transverse momentum pT ≡
√
p2x + p
2
y, that is the momentum or-
thogonal to the beam axis (ET ≡
√
m2 + p2T is then the transverse
energy for a particle of mass m). Defining the momentum transverse
component vector pT ≡ (px, py) one sees that pT is just the modulus of
pT ;
• the pseudorapidity η ≡ − ln tan θ
2
, which has a one-to-one correspon-
dence with the scattering polar angle pi ≥ θ ≥ 0 for −∞ < η < ∞;
pseudorapidity coincide with rapidity y = 1
2
ln E+pz
E−pz in the massless
limit E ≈ √p2x + p2y + p2z and both are additive under longitudinal
boosts, i.e. the (pseudo)rapidity difference ∆y (∆η) is invariant;
• the separation ∆R ≡
√
∆η2 + ∆φ2, where φ is the scattering azimuthal
angle (the angle in the plane transverse to the beam) which is invariant
as well under longitudinal boosts; an important feature of separation
is that it provides the cone size of a jet.
With these quantities, the momentum of a particle can then be written as
(E = ET cosh y, px = pT sinφ, py = pT cosφ, pz = ET sinh y).
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Another useful quantity we will use in our phenomenological analysis’ is the
invariant mass meff of a set of particles with quadri-momenta p
µ
i , defined as
meff ≡
√(∑
i
pµi
)2
(4.1.6)
One can see that the invariant mass of the decay products of a particle
coincide with its rest mass.
Because of the large SM background, often one has to perform some cuts
in order to isolate the BSM signal he’s searching for, i.e. one imposes some
restrictions to the events (e.g. particles with energy in a certain range, or
two particles with certain common features) that filter those with desired
characteristics and discard the others. Cuts always depend on the signal one
is searching for, so that every events analysis needs its own dedicated cuts,
but one can impose some overall isolation or detection cuts that are light
restrictions that reflect the experimental need to recognise and distinguish
the detected particles one from the others.
In our analysis we have imposed the following isolation cuts (for their values
we have taken inspiration from [12]):
pT > 20 GeV for all particles (4.1.7a)
|η| < 2.5 for all particles (4.1.7b)
∆R > 0.4 for all couples of particles (4.1.7c)
The first is due to the fact that low energy particles are hardly ‘seen’ from
detectors; the second express the angular coverage of the detector apparatus,
so it is needed to avoid ‘too forward’ scattered particles that do not hit
the detector; the third finally is a request of spatial separation between the
detected particles, in order to enhance the measurement precision and to
better distinguish them.
As already said, due to confinement quarks hadronize forming jets, except
for the top quark that promptly decays into a W boson and a bottom quark,
however imposing the detection cuts (4.1.7) we isolate outgoing quarks from
other final particles in order to permit an easier and cleaner experimental
reconstruction of the resulting jets; here then we will not face jets problems
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any more, simply considering quarks in the final state.
The cut on the separation ∆R between leptons and quarks, although lep-
tons are well distinguishable from hadrons forming jets, has been imposed in
order to eliminate those leptons produced by meson decays, exploiting the
fact that leptons arising in such processes are typically not isolated from the
hadronic activity of the event.
Another cut one often need to take into account arises whenever the back-
ground is composed by particles generated by the decay of a third particle
of known mass, typically a massive gauge boson; in this case one can require
this particle to be off-shell by imposing an inequality between its mass and
the invariant mass of its decay products. In an event with an intermediate
state composed e.g. by two particles, one of which in a virtual state decaying
into two other particles, we distinguish the two cases of off-shell decay and
on-shell decay: except for a vertex factor g more in the first one the two
amplitudes are the same, but the three-body phase space of the first case
is smaller than the two-body phase-space of the second by a factor of order
1/(4pi)2, that is the factor that one gets in the phase space when adds a
massless particle to the final state; a graphical representation of this could
be
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣  1
2
a
g
/
 a
b
· BR
 1
2
b


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
∼ g2/(4pi)2
(4.1.8)
Thus imposing background particles to decay off-shell is a very convenient
cut, that for a decaying weak gauge boson reduces the background cross
section to roughly g¯ 2/(4pi)2 ∼ 10−3 times its value.
Finally another condition one can ask is the jet veto, i.e. the rejection
of all the events presenting not expected hadronic activity, as e.g. jets from
ISR. This tool is used in Section 4.3.2 in order to isolate the leptons (plus
missing energy) signal from the large QCD background. Pure leptonic final
states are of particular interest at hadron colliders, infact although leptons
processes have smaller cross sections than colored particles ones they are well
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distinguishable from hadronic events and so provide clean signals, besides the
fact that light leptons are the only fundamental -i.e. not composite- particles
seen from our detectors, and are well measured.
For this reason, of all the possible signatures of the minimal matter identified
in Chapter 1 we will focus in the next sections on the potentially pure leptonic
ones, that are di-leptons and heavy leptons production.
4.2 Simulation technology
We have performed simulations using a Mathematica ([6]) code written
by Dr A. Strumia that generates the kinematics of two final particles from
the state of two initial particles; in our case the initial state is made by two
light quarks or two gluons so the masses of the initial particles are set to 0.
The code produces (and reads) events in Les Houches Event Files (LHEF,
in [13]) format, attributing to each of them the respective width calculating
its phase space and its cross section; the last one is calculated separately for
any involved pair of initial partons with the formulæ derived in Chapter 3,
and then the results are convoluted numerically with the PDF using equation
(4.1.1).
Once decided the signal most promising final states, i.e. those with a good
cross section but a not too high SM background that would overwhelm the
signal, one can generate the background events too; this has been done with
the MonteCarlo simulation program MadGraph/MadEvent [9]. Since
the final states considered have typically many (> 4) particles, generating
directly such a final state background events would be a hard work for the
simulation software, so we have sought the main intermediate states that
could produce the desired final states via the decay of their particles and
simulated their production with MadGraph/MadEvent.
The spherically symmetric decays of the particles in the background interme-
diate states as well as of the two new particles and of its daughters massive
gauge bosons are then performed separately with a dedicated routine of our
code (branching ratios (BR) are added ‘by hand’, SM ones taken from [14]
and listed in (4.2.1)s), in order to have only quarks and leptons in the final
state; one can then impose the desired cuts and study the distributions of
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the dynamical variables.
BR(W → `ν) ≈ 11% (4.2.1a)
BR(W → jj) ≈ 68% (4.2.1b)
BR(Z0 → `+`−) ≈ 3.4% (4.2.1c)
BR(Z0 → νν¯) ≈ 20% (4.2.1d)
BR(Z0 → jj) ≈ 70% (4.2.1e)
(` indicates each type of lepton (e, µ and τ), not sum over them), and
BR(τ → ` ν` ντ ) ≈ 18% (` = e or µ) (4.2.1f)
BR(t→ bW ) ≈ 100% (4.2.1g)
4.3 2` 2V heavy lepton signals
We here consider new fermions coupled to a lepton doublet and to the Higgs
doublet. Apart from a new lepton generation, the two possible new real
fermion multiplets with Majorana mass (thus violating lepton number) N ,
N3 have been already studied respectively as type-I and type-III see-saw
(the LHC phenomenology of the latter have been examined e.g. in [15]). We
therefore focus on the Dirac (i.e. complex) cases:
i) the SU(2)-triplet E3 (and respective antimultiplet) coupled as E3LH
∗
with components of electric charge 0, 1, 2 that, as we will show in detail,
can decay as
E03 −→ ν¯Z0 (4.3.1a)
E+3 −→ `+ Z0, ν¯ W+ (4.3.1b)
E++3 −→ `+W+ (4.3.1c)
with equal BR for heavy mass M once one has considered the modes
with h0 in place of Z0 too;
ii) the SU(2)-doublet L3/2 (and respective antimultiplet) coupled as L3/2E¯H∗
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with components of electric charge 1, 2 that can decay as
L+ −→ `+Z0 (4.3.2)
L++ −→ `+W+ (4.3.3)
where for the first one has to consider the `+h0 mode too, with equal
BR as in the previous case.
Notice that, in respect to the generic decay channels (1.5), in conse-
quence of the form of the coupling with the Higgs boson doublet (1.2.1)
L+ does not couple to the charged Goldstone G+ and therefore doesn’t
decay into ν¯W+.
Lepton flavour can be violated if the couplings λ′ have a non-trivial flavour
structure, while lepton number is conserved.
Both these particles are neutral under SU(3)c, so they can’t be produced
via gluon fusion; the other main tree-level production channel in a pp col-
lision, as we already saw, is by the decay of an electroweak gauge boson
generated in a scattering between two quarks. Their pair production cross
sections at LHC are represented in Figure 4.4.
The primary final states with only charged leptons and heavy vectors are
`+W+`−W−, `+Z0`−Z0, `+W+`−Z0; other similar channels involve neutri-
nos and Higgs bosons. States with positive overall electric charge are favoured
since the initial state has the two positive charges of the colliding protons.
When not said explicitly we assume that the leptons ` produced in heavy
lepton decays are only e and µ.
4.3.1 Explicit construction of E3 interactions and de-
cay modes
As seen in Table 1.4, the left-handed E3 multiplet (E
1
L, E
2
L, E
3
L), belonging to
the adjoint representation of SU(2)L, can couple only to a lepton and a Higgs
SU(2)L-doublets, with the latters that combine into a triplet, exploiting the
fact that the Pauli matrices σa belong to the 3 of SU(2)L, in the following
(unique) way:
Lint = −λ′ELaH∗j(σa) kj Lk + h.c. (4.3.4)
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Figure 4.4: Cross sections for pair production of the new fermions E03 , E
+
3 ,
E++3 , components of the SU(2)L-triplet E3, and L
+, L++, components of the
SU(2)L-doublet L
3/2 (with their understood antiparticles) via gauge interac-
tions at leading order in hadronic collisions at LHC. As in Figure 4.2 the
PDF dataset used is MSTW 2008 [8]; renormalization scale for couplings
and factorization scale for PDF are set equal to the process energy on a
parton-level: Q 2 = sˆ.
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with H∗j = εjkH∗k (the Higgs H being the SU(2)L-doublet in the funda-
mental representation defined in (1.2.1)) and εjk = ε
jk = i(σ2)jk the totally
antisymmetric SU(2)-invariant tensor (ε12 = 1).
Note that λ′ could be a matrix on the flavour space and then the lepton
flavour would be violated.
In order to work with the electric charge eigenstates we need to find the
eigenstates of t3jk = −i ε3jk1, that are
E++ ≡ 1√
2
(E1L − iE2L) (4.3.5)
E+ ≡ E3L (4.3.6)
E0 ≡ 1√
2
(E1L + iE
2
L) (4.3.7)
whose superscripts reflect their electric charge. Defining σ± ≡ (σ1 ± iσ2)/2
one can then write
ELaσ
a =
√
2E++σ+ +
√
2E0 σ− + E+σ3 =
(
E+
√
2E++√
2E0 −E+
)
(4.3.8)
In the unitary gauge G+, G0 = 0 so the term (4.3.4) becomes
Lint = −λ′
(
v +
h0
∗
√
2
)(
−E+`L +
√
2E0νL
)
+ h.c. (4.3.9)
where ` represents the generic charged lepton and ν its neutrino.
The vev of the Higgs induces a mass mixing between the neutral and
charged components of E3 and L. We then have to diagonalize the mass
matrix with a orthogonal change of basis in order to not modify the kinetic
terms of the lagrangian.
The other terms involved in this transformation are the SM terms
− λELH∗ + h.c. (4.3.10)
and the E3 mass terms
−MELaEaR + h.c. (4.3.11)
1εijk are the structure constants of SU(2); see note 1.
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where ER is the left-handed SU(2)L-triplet transforming under the conjugate
representation of the gauge group in respect to EL, whose charged compo-
nents are
Ec0 ≡ 1√
2
(E1R − iE2R) (4.3.12)
Ec− ≡ E3R (4.3.13)
Ec−− ≡ 1√
2
(E1R + iE
2
R) (4.3.14)
We can then write the mass lagrangian for E3 plus leptons
Lmass =
−λ′v
(
−E+3 `L +
√
2E03νL
)
−λv `L`R−M
(
E++Ec−− + E+Ec− + E0Ec0
)
+h.c.
(4.3.15)
that can be cast in the form
Lmass =
(
νL, E
c0
)(−√2λ′v
−M
)
E0
+
(
`L, E
c−)(−λv λ′v
0 −M
)(
`R
E+
)
−ME++Ec−− + h.c. (4.3.16)
We can then diagonalize separately the different terms rotating each doublet
with a 2× 2 matrix of the form
T =
(
cos ∆ sin ∆
− sin ∆ cos ∆
)
'
(
1 ∆
−∆ 1
)
(4.3.17)
this last one being orthogonal up to the first order in ∆. The diagonalization
is accomplished for the following values of ∆ for the respective doublets:
∆(νL, E
c0) = −
√
2
λ′v
M
(4.3.18a)
∆(`L, E
c−) =
λ′v
M
(4.3.18b)
∆(`R, E
+) =
λλ′v2
M2
(4.3.18c)
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Such rotations do not modify the kinetic terms nor change the mass-eigenvalues
(therefore all the components of the multiplet remain with equal masses,
kinematically suppressing their decays into lighter components), but make
the gauge interactions of L and E3 gauge interactions of L with E3; the
non-trivial new terms at first order are
g¯
vλ′
2M
[
¯`
LσµZ
0µEc− −
√
2 ν¯LσµZ
0µEc0+
cos θW
(√
2 ν¯LσµW
+µEc− + 2 ¯`LσµW+
µ
Ec−−
) ]
+ h.c. (4.3.19)
from which we can see the decay modes:
E03 −→ Z0ν¯ (4.3.20a)
E+3 −→ Z0`+, W+ν¯ (4.3.20b)
E++3 −→ W+`+ (4.3.20c)
(since those in (4.3.19) are local operators that contain the destruction op-
erator of the particle as well as the creation operator of the antiparticle).
Altough not specified, one has however to consider the Higgs too, in fact the
terms (4.3.9), as well as (4.3.10) because of the rotations (4.3.17) with the
values (4.3.18), give the further decay modes
E03 −→ h0ν¯ (4.3.20d)
E+3 −→ h0`+ (4.3.20e)
One can see that, in respect to the generic decay channels (1.5), in con-
sequence of the form of the coupling (4.3.4) with the Higgs boson doublet
(1.2.1) E03 does not couple to the neutral Goldstone G
0 and therefore doesn’t
decay into `±W∓.
4.3.2 pp→ W+ → E++3 E−3
This production mechanism has the larger cross-section. E++3 decays into
W+`+, and we assume that E−3 → `−Z0 with Z0 → νν¯ or E−3 → νW− with
a leptonic W− decay, giving rise to a W+`+`− /ET state such that this signal
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exists for both the heavy lepton triplet E3 and doublet L
3/2. If the W+ boson
decays leptonically the final state is
`+`+`− /ET (4.3.21)
with BR ≈ 4 (2)% for the heavy triplet E3 (doublet L3/2).

W+
E−3
E++3
W+
Z0
q
q¯ ′
`+
`+
`−
ν¯
ν
ν
+
W+
E−3
E++3
W+
W−
q
q¯ ′
`+
`+
`−
ν¯
ν
ν
If instead E−3 → Z0`−, h0`− and the Z0 or h0 decays hadronically, or if there
are jets from QCD initial state radiation (ISR), the signal is
pp→ `+`+`− /ETX (4.3.22)
where X denotes extra particles.
We expect that some hadronic activity will be present due to the ISR; this
activity will produce jets that get harder and harder as the energy scale of the
process increases, i.e. as the mass of the new particle increases, therefore one
should consider additional backgrounds as (4.3.22) containing jets, even if
the signal had no jets at the partonic level as in (4.3.21). The most relevant
background in this class is pp → tt¯W+ which has a non negligible cross
section of about 3 fb after demanding leptonic W+ decays.
A simulation of the efficiency of a veto on central hard jets ([2]) found that
tt¯W+ can be reduced by a factor few times 10−2 while the signal gets reduced
only by a factor 0.3 ÷ 0.4; this allows to neglect this class of backgrounds
and makes this study at the partonic level rather reliable. Therefore in the
case the heavy lepton is light enough that a large number of signal events
is present we can restrict to the cleaner state where X is empty, i.e. signal
(4.3.21).
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The production of leptons in the Standard Model is mainly given by
vector bosons decays, hence the dominant contribution to the background
arise from two-body processes like pp→ Z0W+ which can be efficiently sup-
pressed requiring opposite-sign leptons with invariant mass mOS well above
MZ , leaving only three-body backgrounds with smaller cross sections:
• pp → `+`−W+ from off-shell Z0 or γ which gives ≈ 9 (1) fb after
demanding mOS > 100 (200) GeV and a leptonic W
+ decay;
• pp → W+W+W− with cross section ≈ 1 fb after demanding that all
W decay into e or µ.
This signal is characterized by same-sign leptons whose invariant mass
mSS is a fraction of the mass of the new particle, which also sets the scale
for the missing transverse energy /ET and for the invariant mass of opposite
signs leptons mOS. Therefore we look for the signal in the distribution of
mSS in events with large mOS and large /ET . Figure 4.5 shows the result for
a M = 600 GeV resonance such that the signal has a cross-section of 0.5 fb
with the cuts
/ET > 200 GeV (4.3.23)
mOS > 150 GeV (4.3.24)
The signal extends up to mSS 6M and the signal/background ratio is large,
allowing for discovery as soon as a handful of signal events can be produced,
after that an integrated luminosity of about 10 fb−1 is collected.
4.3.3 pp→ γ, Z0 → E++3 E−−3
Double-charged E3 can decay only to a W boson and a lepton, as one can see
from (4.3.1)s, so the relevant signal is `+W+`−W−. One sees that the two
pairs `±W± have equal invariant masses, that coincide with the (unknown)
E3 mass M .
Here are the possible final states:
• the `+`−4j signal has the highest BR≈ 46% but also a huge background
of about 10 pb if the two leptons have the same flavour. Given that the
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Figure 4.5: Heavy lepton signal plus background versus background-only
distributions of the invariant mass mSS of same-sign leptons for the
pp→ E++3 · E−3 → W+`+ · `−Z0 → `+`+`− /ET heavy lepton signal.
full event can be reconstructed, various cuts and selections on invariant
masses can be performed;
• the `+`−`+`− /ET signal has the smallest BR ≈ 4.5%. The backgrounds
are:
– σ(pp→ Z0WW ) ≈ 200 fb reduced down to 0.2 fb after restricting
to leptonic decays,
– σ(pp → Z0Z0) ≈ 10 pb reduced down to 1 fb after restricting to
Z0 → τ+τ− and leptonic τ decays,
– σ(pp→ tt¯ ) ≈ 700 pb reduced by a large amount by leptonic BR,
jet veto and lepton isolation cuts.
These backgrounds can be further suppressed demanding the invariant
mass of opposite sign leptons to be above MZ , or if the signal violates
lepton flavour;
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• the `±`±`∓ /ET2j signals have BR ≈ 14.4% each.

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j
j
ν
The main background is σ(pp → tt¯W ) ≈ 320 (170) fb for W+ (W−),
that becomes ≈ 3 fb after imposing the appropriate decay modes; it
can be suppressed exploiting the kinematical features of the signal
(large invariant masses of same-sign leptons, meff(jj) = MW ). The
σ(pp → Z0W+W−) ≈ 100 fb background can be eliminated imposing
meff(`
+`−) above MZ for all opposite-sign lepton pairs. With this cut
one is left with the pp→ `+`−W+W− background, whose cross section
is σ ≈ 0.4 fb (0.06 fb) before (after) imposing the appropriate W de-
cays.
Another background is pp → tt¯, with t → bW → cWW followed by
leptonic W decays; devising cuts that reduce its large cross section by
a large enough factor is mainly an experimental issue that we do not
address here.
This signal allows to measure the mass of the heavy lepton in two
different ways: as the endpoint of the same-sign leptons invariant mass
distribution (Figure 4.6), and as a peak in the invariant mass of the
two jets with the opposite-sign lepton (Figure 4.7); in both variables
the signal is well above the backgrounds.
4.4 4` di-lepton signals
We here consider the new multiplets that couple to two leptons, all of which
are complex scalars. Of the four possible, two have already been studied as
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Figure 4.6: Plot of cross sections versus same-sign leptons invariant mass
for the `±`±`∓ /ET2j final state for E
±±
3 masses M = 300, 500, 800 GeV; the
backgrounds are pp → tt¯W (higher) and pp → `+`−W+W− (lower). No
cuts other than selection cuts (4.1.7) are imposed. One can see that the
signal distributions endpoints correspond to the respective double-charged E3
masses.
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Figure 4.7: Plot of cross sections versus two jets plus opposite-sign lep-
ton invariant mass for the `±`±`∓ /ET2j final state for E
±±
3 masses M =
300, 500, 800 GeV; the backgrounds are pp → tt¯W (higher) and pp →
`+`−W+W− (lower). No cuts other than selection cuts (4.1.7) are imposed.
Peaks in this plot allow to measure the double-charged E3 mass M .
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type-II see-saw (the E˜3 of Table 1.3) and ‘second Higgs doublet’ (N
′): in
both cases they can also couple to the Higgs or to quarks, so that the name
di-lepton, which denotes particles that couple uniquely to two leptons, is not
fully appropriate for them; the pure di-leptons are the remaining two cases,
i.e. the singlets E˜ and E˜2.
4.4.1 4 charged leptons
The E˜2 singlet has Y = Q = 2 and couples only to right-handed leptons as
E˜2E¯E¯: its signal is then 4 charged leptons `+`+`−`− with equal invariant
mass of the same-sign lepton pairs. This signature gets lost if one of the
leptons is a τ , because of its decays into jets or other leptons, and in the
worst case where 4τ are produced the signatures are similar to the ones
discussed in [16]. In the best case one has µ+µ+e−e− states that violate
lepton flavour.

γ
E˜2−−
E˜2++
q
q¯
`+
`+
`−
`−
We here focus on the µ+µ+µ−µ− case, showing that SM backgrounds are
well below the total signal cross-section (plotted in Figure 4.2, where E˜2 is
labelled S20). With the cuts (4.1.7) the SM cross section for the process at
LHC is σ(pp→ µ+µ−µ+µ−) = 4.0 fb; Figure 4.8 shows, as function of the in-
variant mass of same-sign muons (that for the signal coincides with its mass),
the signal production cross section and the SM background with the further
requirement that meff(µ
+, µ+) and meff(µ
−, µ−) differ by less than 25%; we
see that despite the loose requirement the signal is already clean. The mass
of the new particle could be found then as a peak in the distribution of the
same-sign leptons invariant mass of the signal.
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Furthermore one can remove the Z0 → `+`− background by demanding
opposite-sign lepton pairs to not reconstruct the Z0 mass, suppressing the
irreducible SM backgrounds by a factor ∼ 103 with respect to Figure 4.8,
as we said in general in Section 4.1. Before concluding that the signal is
background-free, however, one should also consider fake leptons or back-
grounds such as µ from pi decays, that can be suppressed demanding isolation
criteria; this was achieved by the DØ and CDF Collaborations, that searched
for similar signals at Tevatron finding that new double-charged scalars must
be heavier than about 130÷ 150 GeV [17, 18]. As such this kind of signature
seems visible at the LHC as soon as the luminosity collected is sufficient to
produce an handful of signal events.
4.4.2 2 charged leptons and 2 neutrinos
The E˜ singlet has Y = Q = 1 and couples to left-handed leptons with
flavour anti-symmetric couplings E˜LiLj = E˜(`iνj − `jνi) (indices indicate
lepton flavour) and thereby is somewhat similar to an heavier leptonically-
decaying W± produced with a smaller cross-section that violates lepton-
flavour conservation. In respect to the previous case the signal of E˜ is thus
more elusive: two opposite-sign leptons accompanied by missing energy. The
signal cross section is the lowest one in Figure 4.2, labelled S10 .

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E˜+
q
q¯
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ν¯j
The SM background processes conserve lepton flavour and thus are pp→
`i ¯`j ν¯iνj and pp → `i ¯`iν¯jνj with a total cross section of about 2 pb. As
this background is mostly due to two-body processes like pp → W+W−
and pp → Z0Z0 it can be reduced requiring final state leptons and missing
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transverse energy that force the vector bosons to be off-shell; this can be
done in a simple way for the Z0 → `¯` decay requiring
meff(`i ¯`j) > MZ (4.4.1)
but things get more difficult when one tries to calculate the invariant mass
of a set of particles, some of which invisible as the ν, as one would do for the
W → `ν decay: energy and momentum of invisible particles are not measured
indeed, and only the transverse component of the total missing momentum
/PT can be deduced from the measured ones of the detected particles p
i
T from
the momentum conservation relation
/PT = −
∑
i
piT (4.4.2)
valid in the CM frame as well as the laboratory frame. If only one invisible
particle is present (so that /PT is its momentum transverse component vector),
arising together with, say, p1T from the decay of a particle of mass M , one
can relate M to p1T , /PT by means of the transverse mass variable, defined as
m2T (p1 /P ) ≡
(
E1T + /ET
)2 − (p1T + /PT )2 = m21 +m2 + 2(E1T /ET − p1T · /PT )
(4.4.3)
where m is the mass of the invisible particle; in the case the daughter particles
have negligible masses in respect to their energies, as is e.g. when a W boson
decays in ultrarelativistic lepton and neutrino, the transverse mass can be
approximated to
m2T (p1 /P ) ≈ 2E1T /ET (1− cosφ) (4.4.4)
where φ is the angle between the momenta of the two particles in the plane
transverse to the beam.
Since mT is always smaller than M (its distribution having M as endpoint),
one can suppress the background of this kind of events by imposing a cut
analogous to (4.4.1) but with the transverse mass instead of the invariant
mass, for example in the case of background from W → `ν decays
mT (`ν) > MW (4.4.5)
In our case however things are even more difficult, since we have two
neutrinos in the final state and then two sources of missing energy and mo-
mentum, therefore mT can’t be directly computed. In processes like the one
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under study here, where two massive particles are produced (W+ and W−),
which decay each in a visible (`) plus an invisible (ν) particles, we can how-
ever generalize the use of mT in the following way: since as we already said
it is always true that mT (`ν) 6MW , we can say that
MW > max {mT (`1, ν1),mT (`2, ν2)} (4.4.6)
where same-index pairs come from the same particle decay. However we now
don’t know separately pν1T and p
ν2
T , but only the total missing transverse
momentum vector
/PT ≡ pν1T + pν2T = −(p`1T + p`2T ) (4.4.7)
in accordance with (4.4.2); we can then ‘parametrize our ignorance’ about the
two neutrino momenta introducing a ‘dummy’ transverse vector pT running
from 0 to /PT and saying that
MW > min
pT
[
max
{
mT (`1,pT ),mT (`2, /PT − pT )
} ] ≡ mT 2 (4.4.8)
mT 2 is the variable defined in [19] to handle the cases like this in which two
sources of missing momentum are present in the final state (the ‘2’ in mT 2
stands for ‘two missing momenta’ indeed); it is demonstrated in [20] that in
(4.4.8) one can reach the equality, i.e. MW is the upper endpoint of the mT 2
distribution in this case.
We can finally impose the cut
mT 2 > MW (4.4.9)
in order to suppress the pp→ W+W− background.
Figure 4.9 shows an example of the E˜ signal computed for M = 150 and
200 GeV compared to the SM background after the requirement p`T > 40
GeV and those of (4.1.7)s, (4.4.1) and (4.4.9). Background tails are even
smaller for a lepton-flavour violating signal such as e−µ+ /ET .
Finally we note that from the distribution in mT2 plotted in Figure 4.9 one
could in principle measure the mass of E˜ looking at the endpoint of the
distribution.
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Figure 4.8: Scalar di-lepton E˜2 signal versus SM background: pp →
µ+µ+µ−µ− after requiring that meff(µ+, µ+) and meff(µ−, µ−) differ by less
than 25%; one see that despite the loose requirement the signal is already
clean.
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Figure 4.9: Plot of the scalar di-lepton E˜ signal for M = 150 and 200 GeV
and SM background cross sections in function of mT 2 for pp→ `+ν`−ν¯, after
the impositions p`T > 40 GeV and meff(`
+`−) > 100 GeV (that suppresses the
pp → Z0Z0 background forcing off-shell the Z0 boson decaying into charged
leptons); one sees that the mass of E˜ can in principle be measured looking
at the endpoint of the distribution. Moreover background tails can be lowered
considering a lepton-flavour violating signal, i.e. with the two charged leptons
of different flavour.
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Computations made with
Mathematica
A Mathematica ([6]) code has been developed in order to compute formula
(3.3.35) from the explicit form of equation (3.3.33) (At and Au being given
in (3.3.25), (3.3.26)), where the squared modulus causes the appearence of
a trace of products of Dirac γ matrices. In order to handle these traces we
have formally implemented their algebra with Mathematica.
We started from a code of Dr A. Strumia defining formally the scalar
product of two quantities:
Clear[Scalar]; Attributes[Scalar] = {Orderless};
Scalar[x_, 0] := 0;
Scalar[c_, a_ + b_] := Scalar[c, a] + Scalar[c, b];
Scalar[num_ a_, b_] :=
num Scalar[a, b] /; NumberQ[num] || Head[num] === Scalar;
Scalar[{mu_}, {mu_}] := 4;
Scalar /: Scalar[p1_, {mu_}] Scalar[p2_, {mu_}] :=
Scalar[p1, p2];
Scalar /: Scalar[p1_, {mu_}]^2 := Scalar[p1, p1];
where ‘underscored’ quantities means any quantity and /; intends a condi-
tion; the quantities inside curly brackets { } are intended to be free indices not
contracted, i.e. Scalar[p_, {mu_}] means pµ and Scalar[{nu_}, {mu_}]
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means ηµν , and the attribute Orderless means that the order of the argu-
ments does not matter. This code then describes formally the bilinearity and
contraction properties of the Scalar function.
Since from now on we will have to distinguish numerical quantities from
Dirac matrices, we define the command
IsaNumber[s_] := NumericQ[s] || Head[s] === Scalar;
that permits to check wether a quantity s is a number or not.
We now define an operation with the formal properties of a trace of Dirac
matrices:
Clear[TrSlash];
TrSlash[] := 4;
TrSlash[a___, num_, b___] :=
num TrSlash[a, b] /; IsaNumber[num];
TrSlash[a___, num_ b_, c___] :=
num TrSlash[a, b, c] /; IsaNumber[num];
TrSlash[a___, b_ + c_, d___] :=
TrSlash[a, b, d] + TrSlash[a, c, d];
TrSlash /: TrSlash[a___, {mu_}, c___] Scalar[b_, {mu_}] :=
TrSlash[a, b, c];
where ‘triple-underscored’ quantities means any set of quantities, separated
by a comma. TrSlash defines symbolically the trace of a product of any
number of γ matrices by its properties of multilinearity and contraction of
indices. Any of the quantities, separated by a comma, appearing in its ar-
gument, is considered as a ‘slashed’ four-vector, i.e. a four-vector contracted
with a γ matrix, except for scalar products and for numeric quantities and
variables defined as numeric (how can be for example a mass parameter M)
via the command
M /: NumericQ[M] = True;
Free indices appearing in the argument of TrSlash indicates instead non-
contracted Dirac matrices, while no argument or any purely numeric argu-
ment understand however the identity matrix.
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We then provide the link between abstract objects we have working with
until now and Clifford algebra {γµ, γν} = 21ηµν :
Infila /: TrSlash[a___, Infila[b___], c___] := TrSlash[a, b, c];
SlashCommuting[a_, k_] :=
2 Scalar[a, k] - Infila[k, a] /;
IsaNumber[a] == IsaNumber[k] == False;
TrSlash /: TrSlash[a___, k_, k_, c___] :=
Scalar[k, k] TrSlash[a, c] /; IsaNumber[k] == False;
TrSlash[a___, k_, b___, c_, k_, d___] :=
TrSlash[a, k, b, SlashCommuting[c, k], d];
The command Infila (in english: ‘insert’) defined in the code, when ap-
pearing inside a TrSlash, lets its argument as argument of TrSlash; it has
been defined in order to permit the implementation of the commutation of
slashed quantities inside the trace, that has been done with the command
SlashCommuting. Since the square of a slashed four-vector is simply the
square of the four-vector itself, a rule has been given to TrSlash, wether a
non-numeric quantity appears twice among its arguments, to carry one of
the two identical objects close to the other by mean of repeated anticommu-
tations in order to eliminate both from inside the trace.
Finally, we provide some concrete well-known formulæ to calculate the trace
of the product of the remaining Dirac matrices in function of scalar products:
TrSlash[a___] := 0 /; OddQ[Length[{a}]];
TrSlash[a_, b_] :=
4 Scalar[a, b] /; IsaNumber[a] == IsaNumber[b] == False;
TrSlash[a_, b_, c_, d_] :=
4 (Scalar[a, b] Scalar[c, d] - Scalar[a, c] Scalar[b, d] +
Scalar[a, d] Scalar[b, c]) /; IsaNumber[a] ==
IsaNumber[b] == IsaNumber[c] == IsaNumber[d] == False;
With this code one is able to explicitly calculate every trace of products of
Dirac matrices that can be ‘reduced’ by algebrical manipulation to sum of
products of up to four γs. One can easily add the formulæ for products of
six or more matrices in order to make the code more powerful.
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Once created this instrument, the calculus of formula (3.3.35) has been
performed in the following way: defined the tensor P[mu_, nu_] of equation
(3.3.40) that expresses the product of polarizations for both the gluons, and
declared M, s, t, u numeric variables, we write the four terms |At|2, |Au|2,
AtA
∗
u and AuA
∗
t of the squared modulus in (3.3.33), after the sum over po-
larizations of initial gluons and over spins of final particles, respectively as
AtAt = TrSlash[p1 + M, {mu1}, p1 - k1 + M, {mu2}, p2 - M, {nu2},
p1 - k1 + M, {nu1}] P[mu1, nu1] P[mu2, nu2] // Expand //
Simplify;
AuAu = TrSlash[p1 + M, {mu2}, k1 - p2 + M, {mu1}, p2 - M, {nu1},
k1 - p2 + M, {nu2}] P[mu1, nu1] P[mu2, nu2] // Expand //
Simplify;
AtAu = TrSlash[p1 + M, {mu1}, p1 - k1 + M, {mu2}, p2 - M, {nu1},
k1 - p2 + M, {nu2}] P[mu1, nu1] P[mu2, nu2] // Expand //
Simplify;
AuAt = TrSlash[p1 + M, {mu2}, k1 - p2 + M, {mu1}, p2 - M, {nu2},
p1 - k2 + M, {nu1}] P[mu1, nu1] P[mu2, nu2] // Expand //
Simplify;
Provided the dynamical relations
sost = {k2 -> p1 + p2 - k1, Scalar[k1, k1] -> 0,
Scalar[p1, p1] -> M^2, Scalar[p2, p2] -> M^2,
Scalar[p1, p2] -> 1/2 (-2 M^2 + s),
Scalar[p1, k1] -> 1/2 (M^2 - t),
Scalar[p2, k1] -> 1/2 (M^2 - u),
u -> 2 M^2 - s - t};
that acts as recursive substitutions when preceded by the symbol //., the
expression
AtAt/(t - M^2)^2 + AuAu/(u - M^2)^2 +
(AtAu + AuAt)/((t - M^2) (u - M^2)) //. sost // Simplify
gives the result (3.3.35), that has been successively casted in the form (3.4.12)
for similarity with formula (3.4.11).
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Mathematica codes at different levels of complexity have been devel-
oped to support further stages of this thesis with checks and verifications, e.g.
to check the gauge invariance of the amplitude (3.3.12) and to verify (3.3.30);
moreover a purpose-made code has helped in the whole set of calculations
performed in Section 4.3.1.
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DifferentBSM theories exist, some of them like Supersymmetry, extra dimen-
sions, Technicolor addressing important problems of the Standard Model
like naturalness and Higgs hierarchy problem and, sometimes, providing some
solutions. On the eve of LHC data-gathering, checking their predictions will
be of great interest in order to uncover a little more the shape of Nature;
such predictions however absolutely must not be considered the only of in-
terest, on the contrary the largest possible number of non-obvious models
and scenarios should be studied and analysed in order to direct the exper-
imental searches indicating what kind of signals to look for inside the huge
SM background produced at hadron colliders. Such models could be not
motivated from the SM problems nor even address them, but could however
provide interesting proposals to experimental searches, particularly showing
new phenomena at the TeV scale.
This thesis develops such a kind of model, which doesn’t rely on any known
BSM theory but, on the contrary, finds its justification in proposing a new
scenario whose features the main BSM models lack.
A new multiplet with couplings to two SM multiplets is added to the Stan-
dard Model, and its phenomenology at LHC is studied. The article [2]
(submitted to Nuclear Physics B), to which this thesis is strictly con-
nected, addresses the phenomenological aspects of this argument, while in
this work we have firstly discussed the more theoretical issues, developping
the ground for the phenomenological analysis, and then the manifestations
at LHC of a subgroup of the new particles.
The full list of scalar and fermion U(1)Y ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ SU(3)c-multiplets that
can couple to two SM multiplets and the respective signatures at hadron
colliders have been found via symmetry principles. The assumption of small
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couplings, avoiding all current indirect constraints and making the produc-
tion mechanisms of new particles dominated by their gauge interactions,
raises LHC to be their main probe. The full Quantum Field Theory ma-
chinery of lagrangians, Feynman rules and cross sections has allowed (after
a long list of calculations, often supported by self-developed Mathemat-
ica codes) to derive the production cross sections of the new particles from
hadron-hadron scattering in the parton model assumptions. Such cross sec-
tions have been then specialized to the pp scattering case of LHC at planned
energy of 14 TeV in the laboratory frame (Figure 4.2) and thus used to
perform some simulations via self-developed Mathematica codes and the
MonteCarlo event generator MadGraph/MadEvent in order to study the
phenomenology of the new particles. Whithin the set of the main classes of
well-defined new Physics signatures obtained, namely di-leptons, di-quarks,
lepto-quarks, heavy leptons and heavy quarks production, the two favoured
cases giving purely leptonic signals are examined in detail:
i) the heavy lepton signal 2` 2V , with ` charged SM leptons and V either
W± or Z0 or h0, giving rise to various signatures: we made clearer the
observability of the `+`+`− /ET (Figure 4.5) and `+`+`− /ET jj (Figures
4.6 and 4.7) signals;
ii) the di-lepton signal 4`: either `+`−`+`−, which easily emerges over the
SM background (Figure 4.8), and `+`− /ET , which emerges over the SM
background after considering a dedicated transverse mass mT 2 of the
system (Figure 4.9).
Both cases are interesting and show visible features at LHC, in fact the
analysis of suitable dynamical variables has led to distributions above the
SM background showing edges or peaks that allow us in principle to measure
the masses of the new particles.
With these indications, if it exists, an experimental analysis of LHC data
would permit to discover the minimal matter.
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